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Abstract: Emissions from the transportation sector are significant contributors to climate change
and health problems because of the common use of gasoline vehicles. Countries in the world are
attempting to transition away from gasoline vehicles and to electric vehicles (EVs), in order to reduce
emissions. However, there are several practical limitations with EVs, one of which is the “range
anxiety” issue, due to the lack of charging infrastructure, the high cost of long-ranged EVs, and the
limited range of affordable EVs. One potential solution to the range anxiety problem is the use of
range extenders, to extend the driving range of EVs while optimizing the costs and performance of
the vehicles. This paper provides a comprehensive review of different types of EV range extending
technologies, including internal combustion engines, free-piston linear generators, fuel cells, micro
gas turbines, and zinc-air batteries, outlining their definitions, working mechanisms, and some recent
developments of each range extending technology. A comparison between the different technologies,
highlighting the advantages and disadvantages of each, is also presented to help address future
research needs. Since EVs will be a significant part of the automotive industry future, range extenders
will be an important concept to be explored to provide a cost-effective, reliable, efficient, and dynamic
solution to combat the range anxiety issue that consumers currently have.

Keywords: electric vehicles; range extenders; internal combustion engine; free-piston linear genera-
tor; micro gas turbine; fuel cell; zinc-air battery; lithium-ion battery

1. Introduction

The rapid growth of the global economy and the industrial revolution has increased
the demand for energy resources. Currently, a significant portion of energy resources
comes from fossil fuels, which are finite and not environmentally friendly [1]. The use
of fossil fuels is also a major contributor to climate change, as it leads to an excessive
increase in anthropogenic greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions [2]. The global emissions from
fossil fuel combustion increased by 90% since the 1970s, reaching over 36.1 Gt in 2014, an
all-time high level of emission [3]. In some countries, reducing GHG emissions has become
a national priority. For example, Canada aims to reach a 33% reduction in GHG emissions
by 2020 and 80% reduction by 2050 from 2007 levels. One of the largest contributors to
emissions is the transportation sector. In Canada, road transportation accounts for 82.5% of
national transportation emissions, mainly due to the consumption of fossil fuels by internal
combustion engine (ICE) vehicles [4]. Pollution generated from ICE can also negatively
impact human health.

A promising alternative to ICE vehicles (ICEVs) is electric vehicles (EVs) [5,6]. In
the past, there was resistance toward electrification of vehicles since ICE vehicles had
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been optimized in performance and costs while EVs had not. However, as time passes by,
and with more research and development effort being put into EVs, vehicle electrification
is currently considered an inevitable part of the future. EVs use a motor, powered by a
lithium-ion (Li-ion) battery pack, to propel the vehicle [7]. Li-ion battery is used due to their
long lifespan, high energy density, high power density, and environmental benefits [8,9].
EVs have lower environmental and health impacts compared to ICEVs because they do
not directly release any emissions or pollutants [10]. NOx and particulate matters (PMs)
are major contributing factors in tail-pipe emissions. From a well-to-wheel standpoint,
utilizing a battery EV can reduce PMs by 4 times and NOx by 20 times [11]. Therefore, EVs
can help prevent climate change and protect public health [12]. EVs also play an important
role in the development of smart cities in the future [13]. However, due to the lack of
available charging infrastructure, the long charge time, the high cost of long-ranged EVs,
and the limited range on affordable EVs, there exists a range anxiety issue that hinders
the expansion of EVs. Range-extended EVs (REEVs) are seen as a potential solution to the
limited range and high cost of EVs.

A range extender is an auxiliary power unit (APU) that provides the vehicle with
additional energy to complement the primary battery in propelling the vehicle [14]. Accord-
ing to the 2012 Amendments to the Zero Emission Vehicle Regulations, a range-extended
battery EV should comply, among others, with the following criteria [15]:

- The vehicle must have a rated all-electric range of at least 120 km.
- The APU must provide a range less than or equal to the main battery range.
- The APU must not be switched on until the main battery charge has been depleted.
- The vehicle must meet the super ultra-low emission vehicle (SULEV) requirements.
- The APU and its associated fuel must meet the zero evaporative emissions requirements.

An REEV often uses a simple series hybrid powertrain configuration, as shown in
Figure 1. There are several different types of range extenders, including ICE, fuel cell,
free-piston linear generator (FPLG), and micro gas turbine (MGT). An ICE range extender
generates electricity from gasoline using a fuel converter. Some examples of ICE range
extending EVs include the Chevrolet Volt and the BMW i3. A fuel cell REEV contains a
tank of hydrogen fuel, which gets converted into usable electricity using a fuel cell. An
FPLG range extender uses a combustion and linear generator to convert chemical energy
into electrical energy. An MGT range extender draws in clean air, compresses it, and
passes it through a turbine at extremely high revolutions to generate electricity. In recent
years, the concept of a zinc-air (Zn-air) battery as a range extender for EVs has also been
investigated. Andwari et al. [16] analyzed the barriers for market penetration of EVs and
the technological readiness of different components of battery electric vehicles (BEVs). The
authors considered range extenders as the solution to free battery EVs from the ‘range
anxiety’ issue and lower the vehicle weight and capital costs by downsizing the battery.
Friedl et al. [17] presented different solutions for range extender in EVs and explained
the priorities and practical use for each application. However, the authors only discussed
one type of range extender which was ICE. Heron et al. [18] conducted a comparison
study on four different range extending technologies while considering several criteria
including efficiency, vibration, noise, packaging, cost, emissions, and scalability. However,
this study was completed almost a decade ago, and since then, there have been significant
developments in the field. The lack of a more recent review of REEVs leads to a significant
gap in this research field. The contribution of this paper is a comprehensive and up-to-date
review and comparison of five range extending technologies as well as some future research
goals for REEVs.
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The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Sections 2–6 introduce and discuss ICE,
FLPG, fuel cell, MGT, and Zn-air battery as range extenders in electric vehicles, respectively.
Section 7 provides a comparison of the reviewed range extending technologies and some
future perspectives on these technologies. Finally, some concluding remarks are given in
Section 8.

2. Internal Combustion Engine as a Range Extender
2.1. Definitions, Mechanisms, and Pros and Cons

Internal combustion engines (ICEs) are energy generation devices that operate on
products of combustible hydrocarbon-based fuels. ICEs use a compressed air/fuel mixture
pre-ignition for higher burn efficiency. There are two primary variants based on the ignition
type, spark ignition (SI) and compression ignition (CI). SI engines operate on a lower air-to-
fuel compression ratio, generally 6–12:1. They use gasoline variants as fuel and make use
of the thermodynamic Otto cycle in general applications and the Atkinson cycle when a
consistent low-power operation is needed [19]. Modern engines can switch between Otto
and Atkinson cycles based on the power demand of the vehicle [20]. CI engines operate
using diesel fuel that is 0.8% less in calorific value compared to gasoline. Based on the diesel
cycle, the engines operate on a higher air to fuel compression ratio of 14–25:1 [21]. The
leaner and higher compression needed for self-ignition leads to a more efficient and cleaner
burn. The availability of high torque at lower rotations per minute (RPM) is a significant
motivating factor for the use of diesel engines in ICE applications. A recent study indicates
that, based on the latest ICE technologies available, fuels with higher hydrocarbons and
energy density yield lower CO2 and CO emissions [22]. The same, however, cannot be
stated about NOx and PMs [23].

ICE-based REEVs are often categorized as a type of hybrid vehicle similar to those
available in the market today. They are often mistaken with plug-in hybrid EVs (PHEVs).
The ICE-based REEV is a version of a PHEV where the fraction of energy derived from the
electric source is higher. What differentiates REEVs from other hybrid EVs is that there
is no mechanical link between the engine and the wheels. The ICE, usually compact and
lightweight, with its integrated generator, simply charges the battery as necessary, and
extends the range of the vehicle. In an PHEV, the ICE can directly supply power to the
wheels. Therefore, REEVs requirements are situated somewhere between a PHEV and a
BEV, as shown in Figure 2. REEVs should be able to maintain adequate vehicle power
with only the battery pack. The ICE would provide power to the battery pack once it has
depleted below a certain threshold to avoid irreversible cell damage. The battery should
always be charged externally via a standard plug-in, whenever possible. However, with the
car being refueled with gasoline in the traditional way, greater flexibility of use is available
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for longer journeys. In such scenarios, it is imperative that the architecture controller is
designed such that it can evaluate all potential routes and assess the topography with
the average velocity profile to determine the energy and power requirements during the
drive [17]. The Oakridge National Lab performed a study on engine requirements based
on degree of electrification and architectural topology [24]. They found that the ICE in an
REEV application should be a small engine that can always operate at peak efficiency, since
the engine only runs when the battery pack is required to be charged and is otherwise off.
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ICE-based REEVs have several advantages. In over half of North America, cold
weather with temperatures averaging below −10 ◦C is prevalent for one third of the year.
In these extreme weather conditions, batteries can lose up to 40% of useful power, due to the
increase in internal resistance, and ICE can become a reliable source of energy [25]. Another
advantage of having ICE as a range extender is that the utilization factor of the battery
pack, or simply the ratio of useful pack energy and total pack energy, can be increased. The
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battery pack can be developed with a predetermined range of the EV, and all additional
power consumption can be derived from the ICE system, which would decrease the cost of
the pack significantly. Furthermore, the use of a range extending ICE can have a positive
impact on the life cycle of the battery by preventing deep cycle degradation of the pack [26].
Finally, the integration of ICE into EVs is simple and straightforward, as the system is
well-understood, and the fuel infrastructure already exists on a very large scale. However,
there are also a few disadvantages that need to be considered for ICE-based REEVs. The
quietness of battery EVs serves as an attractive marketing point about the vehicle type.
However, with ICE as a component in the powertrain, there will be additional noise and
vibration. Some other disadvantages are the low efficiency and the high emission level
that comes with ICE. One of the most important aspects to consider in the argument to
transition to EVs from ICEVs is the benefits to the environment. If ICE is still utilized, even
at a lower level, it will still affect the environment negatively with its emissions.

2.2. Recent Research Developments

The use of ICE in REEVs has been a point of focus for many research and development
groups, in both academic and industrial settings. Borghi et al. [27] reviewed the design and
experimental development of an original range-extender single-cylinder two-stroke ICE,
rated at 30 kW with the maximum engine speed of 4500 rpm, and addressed the typical
issues affecting conventional engines of this type. The new engine was also compared
to a standard four-stroke engine. The authors observed several main advantages of the
two-stroke ICE, such as lower weight, higher brake efficiency, less heat rejected, and
lower thermal and mechanical loads within the cylinder. However, it was found that
the new engine could not meet the compliance requirements of the very low NOx limit
of standard EVs, which were stated by the authors to be addressed in a future phase
of the study. Solouk et al. [28] investigated the optimal fuel consumption improvement
of an experimentally developed 2-L multi-mode low-temperature combustion (LTC)-SI
range extender in a light-duty BEV. The LTC engine, including homogeneous charge
compression ignition (HCCI) and reactivity-controlled compression ignition (RCCI), can
improve fuel consumption and reduce NOx. The results showed that the HCCI and RCCI
range extenders achieved 11.0% and 5.4% fuel consumption improvement over a single-
mode SI range extender, respectively, in the city driving cycles. These improvements
increased to 12.1% and 9.1% in the highway driving cycles.

Aside from studies in academia, there have also been several actual products devel-
oped by industrial organizations. The FEV group introduced its ECOBRID mild hybridized
diesel engine, which is a 1.6-L, four-cylinder engine equipped with an e-turbo, a 6.5 kW
energy storage system, a 48 V, 12 kW P0 motor, an exhaust gas recirculation (EGR) system,
a diesel particle filtration (DPF) system, and a battery management system that allows
both waste heat and kinetic recovery as well as reduced integration complexity due to the
standalone nature of the package [29]. Another product is the FEV mild hybridized diesel
engine [30]. FEV stated that by 2025, the cost of a 300-km battery EV would be the same as
their mild hybridized counterpart, and beyond that range, their hybridized system would
be more cost efficient. Since REEVs operate better with the ICE running at constant speeds,
the advancement in e-compressor, turbocharger, and engine downsizing are aspects that
still apply to the development of ICE in an REEV application.

Another reputable engine is the MAHLE Modular Hybrid Powertrain (MMHP), which
consists of a compact turbocharged 900-cc ICE that can be modularly equipped with one,
two, or four-speed transmission [31]. This ICE has a maximum power of 30 kW and the
generator was specified to match this output [32]. A battery pack rated at 14 kWh is
required and a traction motor with 100 kW peak output is selected, to provide a minimum
electric-only range of 70 km. The MMHP has a combined battery and engine range of up
to 500 km, before recharging or refueling is required. The engine only weighs 70 kg with
the generator and can be installed vertically or horizontally. It has also been calibrated
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for compliance with Euro 6 regulations and is capable of achieving 45 g CO2/km on the
legislated New European Driving Cycle (NEDC) test.

3. Free-Piston Linear Generator as a Range Extender
3.1. Definitions, Mechanisms, and Pros and Cons

Free-piston linear generator (FPLG) is a technology that has been around for a while.
It is an internal combustion engine that does not have a crankshaft. FPLG is considered by
some to be the solution to the range anxiety issue in EVs and has seen some advancements
recently. The first research into FPLGs occurred in the 1920s, for their use as gas com-
pressors and gas generators. General Motors and Ford considered introducing free-piston
engines in the 1960s. However, during that time, traditional ICEVs were the more reliable
and fuel-efficient solution [33]. The German Aerospace Center (DLR) is one of the first
organizations to research and develop a FPLG as a range extender for EVs [34]. FPLGs are
often categorized based on their piston assembly [35]. The different classifications can be
seen in Figure 3. An FPLG often consists of a free-piston engine and a linear alternator/load
converter. It functions by the combustion increasing pressure in the chamber and driving
the motion of the piston. The linear load converter is then able to convert the piston’s
motion into electrical energy [36]. When utilized as a range-extender, the FPLG provides
the EV with the additional electrical energy to charge the batteries [34].
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The advantages of using FPLGs as range extenders can be attributed to the absence
of the crankshaft. For instance, not having the crankshaft results in easily adjustable
compression ratios, which allows FPLGs to be compatible with a variety of different
fuels, such as diesel, gasoline, natural gas, and hydrogen [35]. Some other advantages of
FPLGs in comparison with ICEs are their simplistic design, high efficiency, long service
life, low friction, and low maintenance costs [37]. They are also compact, allowing for an
easy integration into vehicles by placing them in the floorboards [34]. Moreover, FPLGs
have a quicker power stroke while also operating at lower temperatures, which should
theoretically reduce emissions [38]. However, FPLGs are still early in the experimental
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phase and have not been tested on a commercial scale. Some issues with them include
detent force, inconsistent start, combustion, misfiring, and lubrication [39].

3.2. Recent Research Developments

Jia et al. [36] investigated free-piston engines by comparing two- and four-stroke
thermodynamic cycles. It was found that when operated in a four-stroke cycle, the piston’s
motion was more irregular since the linear generator was used as a motor and a generator.
Further, in the four-stroke cycle, under half the recorded power was lost due to pumping
the motoring process. Four-stroke cycles were found to have a higher thermal efficiency
despite a narrower power range. The two-stroke cycle appeared to have its heat releasing
process similar to a constant volume process, as well as a lower peak cylinder pressure and
compression ratio. Kock et al. [34] detailed the progress the DLR had made in creating a
FPLG to be incorporated into an REEV. The authors outlined the process the DLR followed
and indicated that best results were found when the subsystems are built separately, hence,
less reliant on each other, and then assembled. Rathore et al. [39] explored FPLG as a
whole and by its subsystems. The authors reviewed different types of FPLGs based on
piston arrangements. Possible piston arrangements are single piston, dual combustion
chamber, and opposed piston. Single piston has the advantage of the simplest design
while maintaining good controllability. Dual combustion chambers do not require a gas
spring which allows them to be more compact, leading to a higher power to weight
ratio. The challenge with the dual combustion chamber is controlling the piston’s motion,
particularly the stroke length and the compression ratio. The opposed piston allows the
engine to be completely balanced and free from vibration, which saves space and leads
to a less complex design. FPLGs can also be categorized by generator shapes, which
are tubular and flat. The tubular-type FPLGs provide better efficiency. However, the
challenge is in the manufacturing and assembly of the magnetic ring, lamination stacked
stator, and windings. The flat-type FPLGs have some contradicting results, with some
experiments showing that they have the better fuel efficiency. Despite the structural
drawbacks, flat-type generators have greater specific power, output current, and voltage,
making them more suitable for FPLGs. Guo et al. [33] summarized the recent developments
of free-piston internal combustion engine linear generators that function with gasoline
and diesel. It was stated that the gasoline FPLG had an unstable combustion process
and suffered from frequent misfiring. The diesel FPLG faced a challenge being the cold
start-up process. Toyota Central R&D Labs Inc. discovered a power output of 10 kW
and a maximum energy conversion efficiency of 42% for their prototype, which was a
single-cylinder FPLG with SI and PCCI combustion. Hung et al. [35], upon examining
piston dynamics, found that the implementation of springs in FPLGs can increase the
piston velocity and overall engine performance. When analyzing the compression ratio and
the optimization of the combustion process, it was concluded that the transition from SI
combustion to HCCI combustion produced the best results. HCCI combustion has several
advantages including lower in-cylinder peak temperatures and lower NOx emissions.
Mikalsen et al. [38] designed a modular compression ignition FPLG. They outlined their
simulations and highlighted the key advantages of their prototype over conventional
engines. Xu et al. [37] designed an accurate simulation model of a two-stroke free-piston
engine and validated their results with experimental data. The model was then used to
study various FPLG characteristics such as the influence of piston assembly mass, the
timing of air intake and exhaust on piston motion characteristics. The results showed the
change rules of piston displacement, the velocity, and frequency changes with air pressure,
the piston assembly mass, and the optimal air intake position of the linear generator.

4. Fuel Cell as a Range Extender
4.1. Definitions, Mechanisms, and Pros and Cons

Fuel cells are devices that transform chemical energy into electrical energy [40]. They
are categorized into five groups based on the operating temperature and materials used,
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which are alkaline fuel cell, solid oxide fuel cell, phosphoric acid fuel cell, polymer elec-
trolyte fuel cell, and molten carbonate fuel cell [41]. The first fuel cell prototype was
developed in 1839 by William Grove, but it was not until the 1990s when fuel cells started
to gain interest in the market for small stationary applications [42]. A fuel cell contains
an electrolyte and two electrodes which are called anode and cathode [43]. Hydrogen
is fed to the anode and splits into a proton and an electron. The proton passes through
the electrolyte while the electron goes through an external circuit and a load, resulting in
chemical energy being converted into electrical energy. The proton and electron combine
with oxygen to produce some heat and water. Because of its ability to store energy physi-
cally, in the form of hydrogen, fuel cells have been considered by some to be a promising
component in commercial vehicles such as cars and buses [44]. Fuel cells have a practical
efficiency of 32–38%, with a theoretical efficiency of 80% [45]. Aside from having high
efficiency, they also have high energy and power density. Fuel cells can power vehicles
by themselves or as a range extender, as shown in Figure 4, and have shown promising
performance results in these applications [45,46]. However, fuel cells are significantly more
expensive than ICEs and batteries. In order to lower the cost of fuel cells and make them a
viable option to be used in EVs, material and manufacturing costs must be addressed [45].
Moreover, for fuel cells vehicles to gain more traction, a significant investment in hydrogen
generators and refueling stations must be made. Fuel cells are currently seen to be more
viable to be used in an REEV than a full fuel cell EV, because of the cost and safety of the
system [46]. In order to store the hydrogen required to power a fuel cell, liquid hydrogen
tanks are preferred. They have an energy storage density of around 1.3 kWh/L compared
to gaseous hydrogen tanks which have an energy storage density around 0.36 kWh/L [47].
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Some advantages of fuel cells include fast refueling, fast start-up capability, low noise
and vibration, great driving range, compact size, and low weight [48]. Other advantages of
fuel cell are high energy efficiency and low emissions resulting in minimal pollution [49].
However, the hydrogen fuel used in fuel cells does not naturally occur and still requires
energy to be produced. This energy often comes from fossil fuels, thus still producing emis-
sions overall [45]. There are several disadvantages of fuel cells that need to be considered
and improved. The high purity hydrogen required for the fuel cell to work at maximum
capability and the possibility of trace contaminants in the fuel itself can result in potential
poisoning [41]. Scaling fuel cells requires creating a fuel stack from multiple fuel cells to
maximize their lifespan, reliability, and power output. However, stacking multiple fuel
cells can result in a lack of structural integrity, non-uniform potential, and product flow
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distributions [50]. In addition, as discussed previously, the cost of fuel cells needs to be
reduced to make them more viable to be used in larger applications such as EVs.

4.2. Recent Research Developments

There have been several studies recently with the goal of improving and further
developing fuel cells as EV range extenders. Udomslip et al. [48] developed a metal
supported solid oxide fuel cell (SOFC), enabling a performance increase up to a factor
of 10 and demonstrating the effectiveness of target-oriented optimization of processing
and microstructure. The fuel cell consisted of an optimized anode structure, a 2-mm
thin-film electrolyte, and a highly active La0.58Sr0.4CoO3–δ (LSC) cathode. The enhanced
cells provided a current density of 2.8 A/cm2 at 650 ◦C and 0.7 V, setting a benchmark
for other SOFC performance. Geng et al. [51] studied and compared an on-off control
strategy, a power following control strategy, and a fuzzy logic control strategy for fuel cell
REEVs to improve the power and economic performance. The simulation results indicated
that using the power following fuzzy logic algorithm can improve the performance of
fuel cell REEVs, particularly acceleration (accelerating time from 0 to 50 km/h of 8.9 s)
and mileage (total mileage of 286.7 km). Liu et al. [52] proposed a novel multi-objective
hierarchical prediction energy management strategy to achieve optimal fuel cell life and
energy consumption in REEVs. The algorithm combined the direct configuration method
and sequential quadratic programming based on the predicted speed and state of charge
reference. Simulation results showed that the proposed strategy is more cost-effective
than the charge depletion-charge sustaining strategy and the equivalent consumption
minimization strategy. Fernández et al. [53] developed a powertrain design for EVs with
a hydrogen fuel cell stack system operating as a range extender. The goal was to study
how optimization techniques using genetic algorithms could be a significant factor when
planning the fuel consumption and selection. Dimitrova et al. [54] investigated a novel
SOFC system with gas turbines to be used as a range extender, which has an energy
efficiency of around 70% in simulation. The novel system also included an integrated
on-board fuel reforming using a liquid fuel, which consisted of methane produced from
biomass and liquefied at a pressure of 200 bars in the vehicle tank. This eliminated the
need for storage of hydrogen gas. The optimal design of the module was found to extend
the range of EVs by over 600 km, with an emission of 30 g CO2/km. Fernández et al. [55]
modified the structure of the power plant of a fuel cell REEV and stated that it can be
used commercially until the deployment of a full electric or hydrogen recharge network
is fulfilled. The authors also conducted a study to determine the working conditions that
would result in better efficiency and performance of both energy sources in the REEV,
electricity stored in a Li-ion battery, and hydrogen gas in high pressure tanks.

5. Micro Gas Turbine as a Range Extender
5.1. Definitions, Mechanisms, and Pros and Cons

Micro gas turbines (MGTs) are small and high-speed gas combustion turbines that
have a power output ranging from 30 kW to over 200 kW [56]. MGTs can operate as
range extenders in EVs because they act as generators that can charge the depleted Li-ion
battery [57]. They appeared in the automotive market in the 195 and were designed to be
used in aircraft, commercial buses, and missile launching stations [58]. MGTs typically
consist of a turbine, a generator, a combustor, an alternator, and an air compressor, as
shown in Figure 5 [59]. The turbine propels the compressor, which compresses the air and
the generator simultaneously. Air is then drawn from the compressor into the recuperator,
which acts as a heat exchanger, recovering the heat from the exhaust gas. Afterwards, the
heated air travels to the combustor chamber where fuel is also added. In the combustor
chamber, the combusted mixture expands, causing the turbine and the shaft to rotate and
generate electricity.
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Some advantages of using MGTs as range extenders include the compact size which
takes up less space, low maintenance costs, ease of operation, and low NOx emissions [58].
MGTs also have long overall lifetime of 2000 to 8000 h at an operating temperature of
10 ◦C [57]. When compared to conventional SI engines, the CO2 emissions of MGTs are
1.3% to 19.6% lower [58]. However, since MGTs are scaled down versions of regular gas
turbines, the turbine efficiency and power are reduced, resulting in a very high shaft speed,
and requiring power inverters to generate electricity [59]. Another disadvantage of MGTs
is their overall higher costs.

5.2. Recent Research Developments

There have recently been some research studies looking into the feasibility of MGT
as a range extender in EVs. Ribau et al. [60] compared the energy efficiency and CO2
emissions of different range extender engine solutions, including a four-stroke engine,
Wankel engine, and MGT. The results showed that the MGT achieved 2.8–10.7% less energy
consumption than the baseline battery EV, but it also produced 1.3–19.6% more CO2, which
was believed to be caused by the low efficiency of the MGT. Shah et al. [61] developed a
method to investigate the effect of the air filtration systems in MGTs in terms of gaseous
emissions and electrical power output. Using a 28 kW MGT and a vehicle simulation
using NEDC, six experiments were performed, with three using an air filter and three not
using an air filter. The experimental results showed that an air filtration system would be
feasible in MGT applications without any loss of performance. The electrical power output
efficiency was also found to improve using the air filtration system. Ji et al. [57] formulated
a systematic design methodology for the MGT range extender and explored its feasibility
in EVs. The authors constructed an MGT simulation model, which included exhaust pipes,
a compressor, inlet pipes, a turbine, a recuperator, and a combustor, to investigate the MGT
thermal efficiency, the transient performance, the effect of MGT addition on an REEV, and
the performance of the REEV. The results showed that the MGT range extender has an
advantage over the ICE range extender in terms of emissions, as the ICE generated 32 g
NOx and 79.8 kg CO2 per kg of fuel while the MGT only released 2.53 g NOx and 7.12 kg
CO2 per kg of fuel. It was also found that the thermal efficiency of MGT could reach 35%
when the recuperator effectiveness was 0.7, the pressure ratio was 3.2, and the turbine inlet
temperature was 1152 K. Kontakiotis et al. [62] used a parametric study to examine the
performance of an EV powertrain consisting of an MGT, a battery pack, and a traction
electric motor, in order to determine the requirements for an REEV that could become
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competitive, in terms of fuel consumption and pollutant emissions. A capstone model C30
micro turbine operated by natural gas at full load power was used in the experiment and
the simulation. Experimental results showed a strong influence of the ambient temperature
on the MGT performance and a 20–30% discrepancy between simulated and experimental
results. Tan et al. [63] developed a computational vehicle model to analyze the impact
of driving conditions on the driving range of an REEV and the sizing of the MGT range
extender. Simulation results showed that, with a 10-kW range extender, the REEV had a
similar driving range to an ICE vehicle. The shaft power for the MGT peaked at 9.5 kW at
a temperature of 1200 K and was limited by the turbine operating pressure.

6. Zinc-Air Battery as a Range Extender
6.1. Definitions, Mechanisms, and Pros and Cons

Zn-air is a type of metal air battery that consists of an air cathode and a zinc anode.
Zn-air batteries can work as a range extender because they possess a high specific energy
and a good resistance to degradation from aging, allowing them to be an efficient energy
storage source for an REEV [64]. A full battery EV requires a large Li-ion battery pack
which can be expensive. In an REEV, with a Zn-air battery pack serving as a range extender
for longer trips, the Li-ion battery pack can be significantly smaller and only used for daily
commutes [64]. The concept of Zn-air batteries was first discovered in 1840, with the first
commercial Zn-air battery arriving in the market in 1932 [65]. However, Zn-air batteries
are not currently used commercially in EVs [66]. In the Zn-air battery cell, oxygen enters
the gas diffusing electrode and is reduced by electrons coming from the anode where
zinc is oxidized [67]. Oxygen then reacts with the water and the catalyst, becoming OH−

ions. The OH− ions travel to the anode and react with zinc to form zincate Zn(OH)4
2−

and two electrons which are the electrical energy released by the battery. Finally, the
zincate decomposes to recycle all of the chemicals, except for oxygen which is supplied by
the environment.

Zn-air batteries have several promising upsides. They have a greater specific energy
and energy density than Li-ion batteries, theoretically making them a great solution to the
range anxiety issue [64]. They are also easier to manufacture and made from more common,
less expensive materials, making them more cost-effective. Zn-air batteries prove to be a
safer option compared to other batteries used in EVs [68]. Furthermore, they have a high
energy efficiency and a long lifespan [67]. In comparison to gasoline engines, the Zn-air
range extender has lower tailpipe emissions [69]. However, there are some problems that
need to be addressed before Zn-air can be used commercially in EVs. CO2 can alter the pH
of the cell’s electrolyte, harming the electrolyte conductivity. The cell can also be dried out
if the incoming air does not have the appropriate humidity level [66]. Zn-air batteries suffer
heavily from cycle degradation, limiting their cycle life [64]. Some other issues with Zn-air
range extender include the dendrite formation at the zinc anode, further advancements of
air cathode materials for commercialization, and the slow process of converting energy in
the cell [65,67].

6.2. Recent Research Developments

Even though Zn-air batteries are not widely researched for use in EVs, there have been
some studies that investigated the feasibility of Zn-air as a range extender. Eckl et al. [70]
stated that a range of 100 km per day is suitable for 90% of the daily trips in a year in
Germany. The authors used a Zn-air range extender with a peak power of 4 kW and an
energy content of 4 kWh to produce some promising results. Cano et al. [68] stated that
Zn-air batteries could be the future of EVs. The authors claimed that the potential is greater
when combining a Zn-air battery with a Li-ion battery in a dual battery configuration.
Catton et al. [69] modeled and compared various powertrains including an REEV with
Zn-air, a conventional gasoline powered vehicle, a fuel cell vehicle, and an REEV with
ICE. The comparison criteria included energy consumption, range, life cycle and tailpipe
emissions, cost, and consumer acceptance. The results for the Zn-air REEV showed lower
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tailpipe and greenhouse gas emissions compared to the ICE REEV, while being able to
maintain a similar driving range. Sherman et al. [66] designed a powertrain consisting of a
Li-ion battery supported by a Zn-air battery as a range extender. In simulation, the vehicle
performance compared favorably to a full battery EV with a single Li-ion battery, travelling
up to 75 km further in total while having a significantly lower cost. The simulation
also demonstrated that the Zn-air battery could reach a ten-year lifespan under certain
conditions. Tran et al. [64] expanded on the same powertrain concept, and further analyzed
the environmental and economic benefits of the Zn-air REEV. Their powertrain architecture
proposal is shown in Figure 6. It was found that the cost of Zn-air REEVs were 15% lower
than that of full battery EVs. Furthermore, the costs associated with air pollution would
decrease by 44.8% with the mass rollout of REEVs.
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7. Comparison of Range Extending Technologies and Their Future Perspectives

Overall, the criteria for an ideal range extender include low cost, high efficiency,
high power, and energy density, established fuel infrastructure, simple design, easy and
flexible packaging, good scalability, low noise and vibration, low emissions, and long
service life. There has been some progress made to improve each of the discussed EV
range extending technologies to satisfy the ideal requirements, but they still have certain
practical limitations. The working mechanisms, advantages, and disadvantages of the
range extenders are summarized and compared in Table 1. Researchers should take these
points into consideration when working to improve the respective type of range extender.

Each range extending technology has its own advantage but still requires more re-
search and development to address the downsides. The ICE range extender needs to
improve its efficiency and reduce the emissions. The FPLG needs to address the issues
with noise and vibration. Fuel cell range extenders’ priority is their high costs and lack
of fuel infrastructure. MGTs needs to increase their efficiency and start-up time. Zn-air
battery range extenders require more work before commercialization. Aside from the
individual disadvantages of each EV range extender type, there are some challenges they
all face, and these challenges should be addressed in future research activities to improve
the performance and reliability of range extenders and ultimately REEVs. Specifically, they
need to be appropriately integrated into the EVs, which means there are criteria to focus on,
in terms of propulsion controls, mechanical design, and electrical design [71,72]. Energy
management is also an important aspect in REEVs since an effective supervisory controller
is required to determine when to use the primary Li-ion battery and when to use the range
extender, so that the costs and performance of the EVs are optimized [73]. It is undeniable
that EVs will be a significant part of the automotive industry future, and REEVs will be
an important concept to be explored, because of the potential for a cost-effective, reliable,
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efficient, and dynamic vehicle, with a long driving range to combat the range anxiety issue
that consumers currently have.

Table 1. Comparison of different range extending technologies in electric vehicles.

Range
Extender

Distance
Added Advantages Disadvantages Related

Research

Internal
combustion

engine
150–420 km

Low cost; High power density; Easily
implemented due to established fuel
infrastructure; Good scalability; Fast

start-up.

Low efficiency; High
emissions; No packaging

variability; Issues with noise
and vibration.

[24–29]

Free piston
linear generator ~600 km

Compatible with a variety of fuels; Simple
design; Low-to-mid cost; Long service life;

Compact size; Good scalability.

Detent force; Inconsistent start;
Some emissions; Low power

density; Issues with noise and
vibration.

[30–36]

Fuel cell 60–240 km

High efficiency; Good packing variability;
High power density; Low emissions; No
issue with noise and vibration; Compact

size.

High cost; No fuel
infrastructure; No flexibility of

fuel; Susceptible to
contaminant poisoning.

[45,48–52]

Micro gas
turbine ~45 km

Compatible with a variety of fuels; Long
service life; Low emissions; No issue with

noise and vibration; Compact size.

High cost; Low efficiency; Low
power density; Slow start-up. [54,57–60]

Zn-air battery ~75 km

High energy density; Low cost; Easy to
manufacture; Safe to use; Long lifespan;
Low emissions; No issue with noise and

vibration.

Not yet optimized for
commercialization; Highly

susceptible to cycle
degradation.

[61,63,65–67]

8. Conclusions

Transportation is currently contributing significantly to climate change and pollution-
related health problems, as most vehicles on the road are conventional gasoline vehicles
with high emission levels. EVs are considered a promising alternative to ICEVs because
they do not directly release any emissions or pollutants. However, the expansion of EVs
on the market is hindered due to a variety of limitations such as to the lack of available
charging infrastructures, the long charge time, the high cost of long-ranged EVs, and the
limited range on affordable EVs. These issues for consumers are commonly grouped and
called range anxiety. One solution to the range anxiety issue is the use of range extenders,
which are devices that provide the vehicle with additional energy to complement the
primary battery. This paper introduced and discussed five prominent range extenders
used in REEVs, including internal combustion engine, free-piston linear generator, fuel
cell, micro gas turbine, and zinc-air battery. The comprehensive review included basic
definitions, working mechanisms, advantages, and disadvantages of each technology, as
well as a summarized comparison between them. Recent research developments and
findings for each range extender were also discussed. This review paper on EV range
extending technologies serves as a basis for researchers to study and develop more efficient,
reliable, and practical range extenders in the future to improve vehicle performance and
assist in the transition from ICEVs to EVs.
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